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INTRODUCTION

The scope of this literature search includes dielectric or high-frequency heating - under 100 megacycles - as well as the microwave range of heating - 900 to 3,000 megacycles - since the principles formulated during the earlier experimental stages with the low frequencies are carried over to the higher microwave frequency range. The production of microwaves and types of microwave equipment were included to a lesser extent; the most cited references were utilized to represent this area.

The time coverage is from 1942 to November 1966. Patents and company manuals are included to some extent, in addition to the books, journal articles and reports literature. The coverage is almost exclusively English language material.

The compiler feels that this checklist bibliography represents a rather comprehensive view of the subject area.
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2. Burn hazards of microwave cookers.

3. Cakes made from new baking mix line heat perfectly in radar ovens.

4. Canadian firm offers liquefrozen meals; leases microwave ovens to mass-feeders.

5. Coming shortly; microwave cooker and ultrasonic dishwasher.

   Food Engineering 23(5):81, 5 May 1951.

7. Cooking by electronics,

8. Cooks meals quickly; new electronic oven uses microwave technique.

9. Customers select, heat frozen entrees in speedy microwave ovens at table.

10. Dining a la radar; dry-freezing of foods by microwave; Raytheon process.
    Business Week :120, May 18, 1957.

11. Electronic cooking device.

12. Electronic cooking hot stuff.


15. Electronic oven.

17. First electronic range offered by Tappan Stove to average consumer.  

18. Freeze-drying improved with radar energy.  

19. Frozen food cookery-via microwave miracle.  

20. Frozen pre-cooked meal heated in 75 seconds.  

21. Hager's becomes packer, offers feeders low-cost entree/microwave oven tie-in.  

22. How soon will you be installing electronic ranges?  

23. Micro-dine frozen vending concept supplies dispenser, oven, food.  

24. Microwave applications in the food industry.  

25. Microwave cooking warms up.  
Electronics 30:12, Sept. 1, 1957.

26. Microwave heating comes out of the kitchen.  
Chemical Engineering 71:114, Nov. 9, 1964.

27. Microwave heating produces improved potato cubes.  
Food Processing & Marketing 35(422):441, Nov. 1966.

28. Microwave oven makes bid to capture industrial market for mass-feeding.  


Roast and brew coffee in nine minutes via electronics. The Hotel Monthly 54:52, Sep. 1946.


Seven significant areas of advance; microwaves and their application in food processing. Food Technology 20(7):915-916, Jul. 1966.
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